Learning psychology as a challenging process towards development as well as “studies as usual”: a thematic analysis of medical students’ reflective writing
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Abstract: Reflective writing in medical training has been shown to be most effective when combined with some form of personal meeting or dialog. During a course in medical psychology for medical students, reflective texts were followed up by an individual personal talk with a teacher from the course. Thematic analysis of the texts revealed four separate sub-themes: 1) the course has enabled me and the class to develop, which is good albeit arduous; 2) understanding myself is a resource in understanding people as well as knowing psychology; 3) the course provided me with new, purely intellectual skills as well as eye-openers; and 4) the receiving teacher is an integral part of my reflective writing. The main theme, capturing the students’ writing process, concluded that students perceive the course as “Learning psychology as a challenging process towards development” as well as “studies as usual”. Ethical, psychological, and pedagogical aspects are discussed in the paper.
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Introduction
Medical doctors are assumed to have certain skills and indeed some of these skills or abilities are prerequisites for competence and success, ie, requirements for being a “good doctor”. Usually, with varying definitions, this is discussed as professionalism.¹ These skills and abilities include empathy and interpersonal skills, reflective ability, collegiality, affective competence, and clinical knowledge. While the importance of integrating professionalism into the curriculum is well established,² it has further been argued that, first and foremost, measurable behaviors are relevant parts of the curriculum.³ Self-awareness and reflective ability are important aspects of professionalism and professional behavior.²,³

Many of these professional skills are discussed within the field of normal psychology and courses in psychology can provide useful insights in these regards.⁴ Current research⁵ speaks clearly about how knowledge of normal psychological phenomena contributes to medical education. That is, knowledge about psychological normal phenomena is an important part of being a competent doctor, as described earlier. Achieving this is a training process that includes many parts and topics, where professional development is an integral part. Psychological phenomena are, in turn, an important part of the professional development syllabus.
Reflection can be a way to increase self-knowledge contributing to increasing medical students’ professionalism.\(^\text{7,8}\) Reflective writing has been used in many studies and when used in medical training it has been described as successful.\(^\text{3–11}\) In general, reflective writing can be described as using student-generated text as a means to facilitate reflection and can be in the form of a logbook, free essays, or reports after specific incidents. When reflective writing is combined with some form of dialog, a meeting, or feedback, where someone else has read the text the most effective reflection seems to take place.\(^\text{12}\) Reflection in medical training is becoming increasingly more common\(^\text{10}\) and has been proven to be feasibly assessable.\(^\text{13}\) Self-knowledge is now part of the national expected learning outcomes for medical training in Sweden,\(^\text{14}\) and in other countries as well,\(^\text{15}\) and has been proven to be not only measurable but one of the most important aspects of professional behavior in medicine.\(^\text{3}\)

Reflection has been described as an intellectual as well as an affective activity where practitioners critically analyze and evaluate experiences in order to gain new understanding; in clinical settings this also leads to an appreciation of the way one thinks and acts.\(^\text{9}\) It has been argued that reflection is often misunderstood or even overlooked in current medical teaching.\(^\text{16}\) Dewey\(^\text{17}\) explicitly stated that reflection is always associated with some amount of effort and a willingness to approach uncertainty; thus, establishing that reflection is more than just thinking about something. That is, one can think reflectively only when one is willing to endure suspense and to undergo the trouble of searching.

Medical training and teaching has been shown to be both beneficial and unfavorable for students’ personal development, where education can have a reinforcing and positive as well a restraining and negative impact on students’ personalities.\(^\text{18}\) Medical training starts a developmental process without necessarily offering the support needed during such a transition. Medical students are required, not only to acquire knowledge and medical skills, but also achieve psychological growth without the psychological and pedagogical support necessary for this. It can be argued that in order to engage in efficient self-reflection, students first need to acquire the fundamental concepts of psychology; acquiring the concepts leads, via understanding, to the potential of development and growth.

At Umeå University this process is started while simultaneously offering support for this development. One of these support mechanisms takes place during the course in Medical Psychology. This is a 3-week introductory course in Medical Psychology for third year medical students, on their last pre-clinical semester. Very few have studied university-level psychology before the course. The curriculum aims at integrating and synthesizing psychological theories discussed during the course. Reflection is an integral part of the course curriculum in medical psychology, and the students are encouraged to apply the normal psychological theories on themselves and their individual life histories, as self-knowledge is one of the expected learning outcomes of the course. Psychological perspectives are presented during the course in the form of a selection of theories, including: affect theory, attachment theory, psychodynamic and cognitive-behavioral personality theories, aging and existential perspectives, group psychology and family dynamics, and lastly theory regarding crisis as well as practical psychosomatics. These perspectives are covered in the form of lectures followed by mandatory case seminars. Outside lectures, students are obliged to write a mandatory individual reflective text each week of the course. While submitting the texts is mandatory, the texts themselves are not graded, ie, no assessment of the quality of the text takes place. The texts are submitted to one of the teachers (a clinical psychologist or medical doctor with psychotherapy training). The students are allowed a great degree of freedom in relation to what they write. The instructions encourage students to reflect on, for example, their own history, personal relationships and their considerations regarding future professional behavior. In line with the course curriculum, aiming at increased self-knowledge through reflection, the students are also encouraged to use the psychological theories in their writing. After the last lecture, each student is required to meet the teacher who received the written reflections for a 45 minutes mandatory individual reflective talk (the texts are never used during lectures or seminars). The talk has elements of supportive as well as insight-oriented processes, where the students are encouraged to reflect together with the teacher on their own texts and on their own self. The students are in charge of the choice of perspective (ie, what is discussed) and the level of privacy (eg, emotional involvement) during this talk. If students experience psychological problems evoked by/during the course or express needs for counseling during the talk, the teachers refer them to the student health services on campus. In rare, more acute cases, contact with the on-call psychiatrist can be provided by the teacher.

Evaluations of the course, based on 275 students, published recently\(^\text{14}\) showed that students supported the idea that this pedagogical method increases self-awareness, curiosity, and professional reflexivity; between 65% and 75% of responders fully agreed that the course led to increased self-knowledge, an increase in curiosity about oneself, as well as increased...
self-knowledge in relation to future doctor–patient meetings. Between 70% and 90% fully agreed that the reflective writing and the individual personal talk had helped them to better understand one or more personal issues as well as having been meaningful in their developmental process. The personal talks were described as developing, important, and respectful. In sum, the student evaluations of the combination of reflective writing and a student–teacher dialog were very positive, indicating a strong support for the usefulness and popularity of this feature.

Being a novel and important pedagogical method, little is known about how the learning process relates to self-awareness. The question presents itself: what is there to be learned by analyzing the texts produced by students engaged in reflective writing?

Aims
The aim of this study was to increase our understanding about students’ experiences of the combination of reflective writing and a student–teacher dialog in medical psychology in medical teaching. A specific aim was to explore what students chose to write about.

Method
Procedure and participants
The data in this study are texts collected over the course of a 3-week class in Medical Psychology for third year medical students, on their last pre-clinical semester. During the course, the students are asked to write a reflective text where they discuss the contents of the course as it relates to their own personality, personal history etc. The instruction is deliberately open and free, enabling students to express themselves unreservedly and variably. The recipient of the texts is known from the beginning, since all students are assigned to one of the teachers in the course (for the present study, four teachers). The students are obliged to deliver one text each week of the course, with a limit of 2–3 pages per week and emphasis is placed on the level of confidentiality maintained between the individual student and the assigned teacher. During the course, the texts are used solely for the purpose of the talk and are later destroyed. For the present study, however, the texts used in the analysis were not destroyed and were preserved in accordance with national research guidelines.

For the present study, informed consent was obtained by first providing information about the study design, ethics, and purpose, both verbally and in written form to students during the reflective talks. The students were encouraged to think it through thoroughly and report their decision afterward, rather than agreeing or disagreeing immediately. Effort was placed on stressing that participation was voluntary. Students who gave their consent within a week were included in the sampling procedure. From the cohort of students (aged 20–44, median age: 24; 2/3 female students) agreeing to participate with their texts (a total of 128 letters) in the qualitative analysis, each teacher randomly selected eight texts (each consisting of three weekly written reflections), which resulted in a total of 32 texts being used for the analysis. The analysis was based on approximately 100,000 words. The texts were de-identified prior to the analysis.

The study was approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board in Umeå (D.No: 2010-268-31Ö).

Analysis
Though each text consisted of three letters, it was treated as one continuous text. The analysis process was in accordance with qualitative content analysis, as described by Graneheim and Lundman19 and interpretative phenomenological analysis,20 using a procedure of condensing, coding, and categorizing while retaining contact with raw data. An example is shown in Table 1. All 32 texts in the sample were read by all authors. After familiarizing with the texts, the content from one letter was condensed and coded by each author, followed by a discussion regarding the coding in order to gain inter-coder agreement. This procedure was followed by finalizing the coding of all texts individually, eight texts each. The first and second author created preliminary categories, using the codes from all 32 texts. Categories were then finalized during a discussion among all coauthors. During the whole analysis process, the authors encouraged differences in opinion, and whenever disagreement occurred, discussion took place, aiming at reasonable consensus.

The preliminary categories retained their original formulation throughout the process in order to remain close to the actual wording of the participants. Categories were later renamed to describe the meaning of the codes that were included under

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Subtheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I believe that the purpose of psychology is to simplify and theorize human behavior, in order to better understand it and using it to help people</td>
<td>The purpose of psychology is to understand and to help people</td>
<td>Insights on a more theoretical level</td>
<td>The course gave new purely intellectual skills and eye-openers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Main results
The analysis resulted in one main theme and four subthemes and these are presented in Table 2.

Learning psychology as a challenging process towards development as well as “studies as usual”
The main theme captures the dialectic in the four subthemes, as well as the dialectic of teaching and being taught psychology. This dialectic process is apparent in several ways. For instance, there are reports emphasizing purely theoretical understanding, not necessarily connected to personal development, but also descriptions of an arduous activity leading to personal development. A further dialectic deals with students’ communications with the teacher, containing both specific theoretical as well as personal issues; the message to the teacher being either “teach me”, on the one hand, or “help me” alternately “be gentle with me”, on the other. The inclusion of “me”, ie, one’s own self, is presented as meaningful in many ways: on the one hand as using oneself to gain a deeper understanding of theory, and reversed, using theory to gain a deeper understanding of “me”. Further, the inclusion of “me” in a developmental process leads to knowledge about the developmental process itself and, perhaps most importantly, the developmental process of others.

Subtheme 1: the course has enabled me and the class to develop, which is good albeit arduous
The course was perceived as rewarding but hard, and the students reported having to think more than usual. At start, there was some skepticism toward psychology, but acceptance for the subject grew over time and the students described a developing acceptance and awareness of, and attention to, one’s own thoughts and reactions over time. While this development was perceived as surprising and unexpected, it was also described as stimulating.

The self-described personal development relates to different areas. Specifically, the course has led to increased ability to see how one’s own life history relates to the current situation. The students describe that having to focus on personal experiences contributed to opportunities in making different connections without necessarily having all the answers. Students experience that the psychological tools provided by the course have yielded greater understanding of oneself and others, as well as an opportunity for further development:

“These are things that I have carried inside that I have never been able to verbalize but now they have become easier to understand and possibly deal with”

The students also experience that the class as a whole has evolved, for example by the fact that the group developed a new way of communicating; a new way of talking to one and other, studying each other, and to trying out new roles, especially as the students so far have studied in a context where principally factual knowledge has been promoted:

“When I reflect over our study group I think about what kind of group we are; we get along fine, there is room for conflict … but we also shut people out. I just realized that as I wrote it down.”

Reflective writing and personal talks were perceived as demanding: self-reflection was hard; to write was hard; and self-scrutiny was perceived as challenging. It was difficult for a variety of reasons and the fact that this was a new form of task also made it hard just to get started. Having to put their own reflections into words gave the reflections an added dimension of truth and reality, so merely expressing themselves in text and during talks was demanding and new:

“For a while I thought about submitting a letter with fabricated content, alternately one focusing only on subjects that don’t affect me at all. That would have been the easy way out but I realize at the same time that that would have been foolish.”

The taxing nature of the course also took physical expression in that students felt tired and exhausted; different
expressions of having to “deal with” the course were evident. Some students also described that they were able to distance themselves from the subject by diminishing the validity and value of their own analyses and feelings, as well as the course itself.

**Subtheme 2: understanding myself is a resource in understanding people as well as knowing psychology**

The students have, in their explorations of their own self, produced various descriptions of themselves, like “this is who I am”, and “this is my life”. Through these narratives, the students have also placed themselves in relation to the various norms regarding “sick” and “healthy”, how a person is supposed to be and what it means to be normal:

“I see myself as a serious person. I have thought about it and I have decided that this is the kind of person I want to be!”

In relation to the beliefs about other people, the students also entertain thoughts about how it will work out for the student; what the student will be able to deal with as a private person and as a professional, when they now have realized that they have flaws and weaknesses. Students describe that this process of self-reflection has led to increased understanding and more nuanced views of other people’s problems and life situations.

**Subtheme 3: the course provided me with new, purely intellectual skills as well as eye-openers**

The students also describe important realizations of more ordinary academic or intellectualized nature; these narratives include simple reports of thematic content from the course, but also descriptions of problems and dysfunction identified within them self or in others. The theoretical insights, whether simple or very complex, were often expressed eye-openers:

“It was interesting to learn that there are group processes going on all the time even though you are unaware of them. That was kind of an eye-opener for me.”

The insights brought about a certain relief in individual students, but could also cause distress and a sense of loss of control; describing insights without yet having acquired tools for change, ie, knowing how things work but not necessarily how to make them better. The realizations led to an increased acceptance of psychology as a subject and its importance for medical education, while not necessarily providing increased knowledge about their own person, the professional role, or the circumstances of future patients. Rather, that knowledge could be generalized:

“Silence in a conversation can provoke anxiety, but in the doctor–patient relationship it is important to practice at allowing silence to occur.”

**Subtheme 4: the receiving teacher is an integral part of my reflective writing**

Beside the narratives of the impact of the course on individual students and the student group, the texts also include the teacher as a recipient of the text. The students, for example, report specific expectations and suggestions for discrete topics to be discussed during their meeting with the teacher. Further they could describe feelings of concern and worry in anticipation of the meeting:

“For sure, I’m apprehensive over our meeting. I may come to find that something is wrong with me, but hopefully it will turn out well 🤔”

An important aspect of the inclusion of the self in relation to the teacher is that during the individual talks the students were given the opportunity to try on the role of patient, not just as role-play but actually revealing oneself and one’s own thoughts and feelings.

**Discussion**

The purpose of this study was to investigate and compile relevant themes derived from reflective writing by medical students during their course in medical psychology. One of our main findings is that learning psychology through reflective writing, personal talks in combination with “teaching as usual”, is productive but emotionally demanding for the students. It can be understood as something more than a purely academic pursuit, which presumably poses a “safer route”. If the individual is to be “put under the loupe” in order to develop certain skills, it will lead to some concern as to what the individual will find. This concern can be traced to the, sometimes implicit, demands on medical students to develop empathy, reflection, and other skills, without really knowing what it entails. Central to our findings is that we have encountered a group of students who are highly motivated but, at the same time, apprehensive. This apprehensive position contains expectations of “I will study as usual and hear and learn stuff” as well as “things will happen to me”. We assume that these expectations can, at least in part, be derived from communication between the pre-clinical students and their fellow students on later semesters, talking about the course. The Umeå students are introduced to psychology at
what seems to be an opportune moment; they are about to start the clinical part of their training and their own ambivalence, caused by conflict between fear and apprehension on the one hand, and expectation and confidence on the other, provides motivation for reflection. Our results, however, suggest that the students’ apprehensions and expectations before the course are quite reasonable, since much of what the students expect to happen, actually does happen. Furthermore, the students’ texts clearly show that reflective activity is something more than merely thinking.\textsuperscript{3,17}

The results show that the students’ apprehension dissipates over time, and this seems mainly to be due to an increased tolerance for the arduous aspects of development and not, as one might fear, due to students’ distancing themselves from the subject as a defense against anxiety. In our view, an important contributor to this is that the course takes place in a secure context with experienced teachers with a combined pedagogical and psychotherapeutic training and skill.

In the texts, the separate importance of the texts and the personal talk are evident, as previously shown.\textsuperscript{12} The reflective writing contributes in activating a reflective process and to provide an opportunity to see one’s own reflections in written form, so to speak “outside oneself”, a result supported by previous findings.\textsuperscript{15} We understand the reflective writing as entirely dependent upon the perceptions of the recipient (ie, the teacher). The talks, therefore, entail 1) motivation for writing, as well as 2) an identified recipient, who is at the same time someone the student eventually will meet and talk to. Mainly, the personal talks contribute to intellectual eye-openers as well as an understanding of the students’ “Me”. This self-awareness, as reported, contributes to deeper understanding of colleagues, future patients, and friends as nuanced individuals in complex environments.

The talks also provide an opportunity for the students to try out different roles; the role of a student, doctor-to-be as well as the patient role. In doing all this in a secure environment, the talks also relieve anxiety. This could be understood as follows: including one’s own body when studying anatomy will lead to increased “body-awareness”; if the student does not actually involve his or her own body (eg, feeling the way muscles actually feel like), it is difficult to learn about the body in general – body awareness contributes to a deeper understanding of anatomy as a subject. Conversely, by including the self (through self-reflection) studying psychology will lead to increased self-awareness. By reflecting on one’s experiences, relational patterns, and other aspects of the psyche in relation to psychological concepts, the students gain a deeper understanding of psychology. This way, psychology studies lead to not only knowledge about the subject psychology but also to self-awareness. Self-awareness, as reported by the students, helps the students understand themselves as persons as well as future doctors; it also leads to an increased understanding of colleagues, future patients, and friends as nuanced individuals in complex environments.\textsuperscript{3} We understand this process as a step toward becoming doctors with both formal skills and preferred personality traits, described in national curricula\textsuperscript{14} and previous research.\textsuperscript{3}

In our view, it is reasonable to assume that using personal talks as didactic element in this specific environment poses certain demands on the teacher. The conditions will entail multiple positions for both teachers and students during the course. For students it is a matter of interchangeably assuming the roles of student, doctor-to-be, and patient. In our view, this also requires teachers to be flexible as they must alternate between the roles of researcher, teacher, and therapist. When taking these considerations into account we propose specific recommendations regarding teachers’ competences and ethics. The role of teacher will include the elements of guiding and telling, while at the same time taking the course curriculum into account; the role of therapist will include the careful balancing between support and confrontation; the role of researcher will include both knowledge of the subject itself, as well taking a critical view of one’s own work. Students in the current study describe this experience as meaningful in relation to their own future work, having had first-hand experience of the vulnerable position of the patient, leading to insights valuable for the understanding and appreciation of their future patients. The students’ reports of experiencing being a “patient in therapy” also lead to specific ethical considerations: the course is taking place in a context that is simultaneously clinical and academic; the teachers are trained psychologists or medical practitioners with psychotherapeutic training and the talk has elements that are therapy-like. While it may be obvious, it nevertheless leads to the subject of patient safety. Elements like these require teachers to act with respect and seriousness. Teachers need to establish a proper therapeutic framework, be aware of their own personal and educational limitations. They also need to address the fact the course may trigger specific psychological problems in individual students. The faculty needs to provide the necessary services or referrals whenever this happens.
It is interesting to note that the students themselves report that studies in psychology yield the expected effects. We wish, without wanting to diminishing the importance of actual skills and eye-openers provided by the course, to emphasize that the combination of reflective writing and personal talks with teaching as usual have resulted in narratives of development, individual as well as for the entire group (“the class”). Further, these narratives regarding one’s own development are clearly reported as related to increased understanding of others. In our view, this study established that our format of teaching psychology in medical training, is at the same time regular studies as well as a challenging process toward personal development, mirroring the view that knowing oneself is an essential tool for life.

This teaching approach entails a redistribution of teacher-time from classic cathedral- and seminar teaching to an increased focus on inspiration, self-reflection, and personal talks. Even though no conventional time/cost-analysis has been performed, we believe that the approach is somewhat more expensive than conventional approaches.

Methodological considerations

There is a risk for bias, confirming one’s own pre-suppositions, when researching on one’s own process. In this study, all authors were also teachers involved in lecturing as well reflective talks. An open reflective process and awareness regarding the risk for bias is therefore a prerequisite for studies such as these. Another risk with qualitative research regards the risk for overgeneralization. This requires careful interpretation of results and focusing on how researchers understand what is said by the participants in the study. A third important aspect pertains to trustworthiness. Careful description of context of the participants and the research process leads to higher degree of transferability. The authors acknowledge the risk for misinterpretation of results from the present study, which may include critique regarding confounding variables influencing the results, eg, unmeasured variables during the course may as well have been a part of the reported gaining of self-knowledge. In the aim of gaining trustworthiness for this qualitative study, the authors (we) have tried to describe the course, the context, and the analysis procedure, with a high degree of transparency. Further, due to the format of the course and the scope of the study, it is unclear which factors influenced the students’ writing. However, being a qualitative study, the scope has been to investigate the choices of students’ themes in a required take-home, reflective writing assignment. Much effort has been placed, during the course itself and during the study, to ensure that the content of the texts are treated with respect and confidentiality, and that the text and/or following reflective talk will have no negative impact for the individual student.

In sum, while reflection and increase in self-awareness seems to take place we do not know whether the teaching format presented in this study causes increases in reflective ability. Further research, using quantifiable measures to ascertain self-knowledge, is required to understand causality and the involved mediating processes. We also recommend longitudinal studies investigating the long-term impact of the course. While reflective ability is assumed to be an important part of medical training, it is not always supported in the curriculum. In this sense, the medical training may become a hindrance or may, at least, fail to promote development. The results of this study show that students report that studying medical psychology in Umeå indeed promotes increased knowledge as well as personal development, leading to a greater understanding of others. Such skills have been called for as highly important for General Practitioners and other medical health professionals and are also stated in the National curriculum for medical teaching in Sweden. We argue that, in order to fully make use of psychology in training medical health professionals, university teachers should strive to treat psychology as regular studies as well as a challenging process toward personal development.
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